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After Laurie Collins left him and headed west, New Jersey defense attorney Andy Carpenter didn't

expect to ever see her again. So he's shocked when his ex-girlfriend appears on TV--and then calls

him pleading for his help. Two coeds in Wisconsin have been found brutally stabbed to death. As

the town's acting police chief, Laurie had to arrest a young college student with a carful of

bloodstains who argued with one of the victims just before her death. Yet Laurie strongly believes

that the suspect, Jeremy Davidson, is innocent.Trading the refineries and factories of Paterson for

the frozen pastures of Findlay, Wisconsin, Andy soon finds himself in a small town handling a

big-time double homicide case. He looks into Jeremy's romance with one of the victims--and the

possible involvement of a bizarre religious cult--one that may sanction the most unholy, and vicious,

of acts.While Andy tries to save Jeremy, make sense of his love life, and find a decent pizza for his

beloved dog, Tara, the secrets of an ultra-religious community begin to rain down on him like bricks

from a cracked fortress. But as EdgarÂ®-nominated Rosenfelt proves to us once again, the path to

the truth is littered with lies and misdirection. And before it's all over, the unexpected is the only

thing Andy can count on. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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In David Rosenfelt's "Dead Center," Andy Carpenter and his beloved dog, Tara, leave their comfort

zone in Paterson, New Jersey to spend time in Findlay, Wisconsin. Andy has been licking his

wounds after the love of his life, Laurie Collins, dumped him to return to her hometown of Findlay,

where she has become Acting Chief of Police. For the last few months, Andy has been hanging out



with Tara, appearing on cable television as a legal expert, and spending time at a dog rescue

operation that he runs with his partner, Willie. He also loves to socialize with his immature friends at

a sports bar, sit on his couch and watch any game that happens to be on, and place the occasional

bet with his bookie. In short, he has a rather pathetic and predictable life.Laurie changes all that

when she asks Andy to come to Wisconsin to defend Jeremy Davidson, a young man accused of

brutally slaying two coeds. Although Laurie is technically on the side of the prosecution, she is

convinced that Jeremy is innocent. After much soul-searching, Andy agrees to take the case.David

Rosenfelt has a reputation for seamlessly combining hilarious and sarcastic humor with engrossing

mysteries. Andy is an appealing protagonist and narrator, a self-deprecating nebbish, and a

compassionate and quick-witted criminal defense attorney. He is New Jersey's answer to William

Bernhardt's Tulsa-based Ben Kincaid. Since Andy and Laurie make such a perfect couple, the

reader roots for them to rekindle their romance.The plot revolves around a town that is inhabited by

a religious cult whose leader discourages dissent. Is it possible that the members of this cult would

resort to violence to protect their secrets?
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